Office of the Assessing Authority, Commercial Tax Circle 'D'

NOTIFICATION

Under Rule 5(1) of the GST Act, J&K
GST Rules, 1958

No: 36/56-70/CPD

dt: 30/10/08

It has been reported by M/s Shell Construction

mentioned below has been lost and the matter stands published

in the following papers:

1. Hindustan Times dt 9/19/2018
2. State Times dt 9/19/2018

Hence, the above-noted C-form is hereby declared as
involved for the purpose of sub-section(4) of the section(6)
of the GST Act, 1956. Any person fraudulently using the said
C-form will render himself liable for penal action as per law.

The person/s who finds this form will please return
the same to the undersigned.

Number of C-form: 36/56-70/CPD

1. Name of C-form: Shell Construction
2. Name and address of the dealer:

Registration of the dealer:

Whether lost/stolen or

destroyed:

Address of the dealer to

whom C-form was issued


Deformed form by
0387 009169 0287 009170

M/S Shell Construction

01881181547

Lost

Lane no 3 Industrial Area Sides

By Birchmann

Assessing Authority
Commercial Tax Circle 'D'
Jammu

Manager, Commercial Taxes & Govt.,
Jammu

Addl. Commissioner, Commercial Taxes (ADM),Jammu

for information.

for information.

Manager, Ranbir Govt. Press, Jammu for publication

The next issue of the gazette: